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ABSTRACT

A classical theorem of R.H. Bing states that a closed connected3-manifold M is
homeomorphic to the3-sphere if and only if every knot inM is contained in a3-ball.
We give a simple proof of this characterization based on the surgery presentation of3-
manifolds.
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The 3-dimensional Poincaré conjecture states that every simply connected closed3-

manifold is homeomorphic to the3-sphere. As a possible approach, R.H. Bing [1] proved

the following knot-theoretical characterization:

Theorem 1 (Bing, 1958).A closed connected3-manifold M is homeomorphic to the3-

sphere if and only if every knot inM is contained in a3-ball.

Beside the original proof given by Bing [1], alternative proofs can be found in the text-

books by Hempel [2, Theorem 14.3] and Rolfsen [3, §9E]. The theorem also follows from

the existence of an open book decomposition [4]. In addition, Bing’s theorem has been gen-

eralized in various ways, most notably to a characterization ofR3 among all contractible

open3-manifolds [5]. The3-dimensional Poincaré conjecture, however, remains unsolved

to the present day.

The work of Bing foreshadowed the development of surgery on3-manifolds, as doc-

umented by Bing’s question at the end of his article [1] and Lickorish’s answer in [6].

The purpose of this note is to give a simple proof of Bing’s theorem based on the surgery

presentation of3-manifolds and the Alexander-Schönflies Theorem.
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2 A surgery proof of Bing’s theorem characterizing the3-sphere

A knot or link in M will be calledlocal if it is contained in an open3-ball.

Lemma 1. A closed connected3-manifoldM is homeomorphic to the3-sphere if and only

if every link in M is local.

Proof. If M ∼= S3, then obviously every link inM is local. Conversely assume thatM is a

closed connected3-manifold such that every link inM is local. In particular,M is simply

connected and hence orientable. LetML denote the3-manifold obtained fromM by doing

surgery along the linkL, that is, remove a tubular neighbourhood ofL and sew it back in

according to a framing ofL. The surgery theorem of Lickorish [6] and Wallace [7] ensures

that there existsL in M such thatML
∼= S3. On the other hand, surgery ofM along the

local link L produces a connected sumML
∼= M ] M ′. FromS3 ∼= M ] M ′ we conclude

thatM ∼= M ′ ∼= S3 by appealing to the Alexander-Schönflies Theorem [8, 9, 10]. �

The preceding proof uses the seemingly stronger hypothesis that every link inM is

local. It thus remains to establish the transition from knots to links:

Lemma 2. If each knot inM is local then so is every link.

Proof. The following argument is parallel to the one given by Rolfsen [3, §9E], where he

shows that every4-valent graph inM is local. We will prove the lemma by induction on

the numbern of components. Forn = 1 we are dealing with knots, so there is nothing to

prove. LetL be a link withn ≥ 2 componentsK1,K2, . . . ,Kn, and suppose that all links

with less thann components are local. LetB ⊂ M be a closed3-ball such thatB ∩ L is a

trivial 2-string tangle as in Figure1a. We can tie the componentsK1 andK2 together by

replacing the trivial tangleT by the tangleU shown in Figure1b.
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Figure 1: (a), (b) Tying two components together in order to form a knot.
(c) A 3-colouring showing that the tangleU is unsplittable.

The tangleU has been so chosen as to beunsplittable, which means that the two strings

cannot be separated by a properly embedded diskD ⊂ B. To see this, first note that each

string is unknotted. If the two could be separated by a disk, then the pair(B,U) would

be homeomorphic to(B, T ). But the complementsX = B r T andY = B r U are

non-homeomorphic: the3-colouring displayed in Figure1c defines a surjective homomor-

phism ofπ1(Y ) onto the symmetric groupS3 while π1(∂Y ) is mapped ontoS2. This is

clearly impossible forX. We conclude that the tangleU is unsplittable, and every properly

embedded diskD ⊂ Y is parallel to the boundary∂Y .
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Having replacedT by U , the resulting linkL∗ = K12 ∪ K3 ∪ . . . ∪ Kn has one

component less thanL, and by inductionL∗ is contained in the interior of a closed3-ball

B∗ ⊂ M . We can assume that the boundary∂B∗ is transverse to∂B and the number of

intersection curves is minimal. SinceU is unsplittable, we must have∂B∗ ∩ ∂B = ∅,
whenceB ⊂ B∗. (This argument is detailed in Rolfsen [3, §9E].) FinallyL∗ andB both

lie in B∗, so we can untieK12 to reconstructK1 andK2 within B∗. We conclude thatL,

too, lies inB∗, which completes the proof. �

Remark. There are many ways to show that the tangleU is unsplittable. The following

geometric argument was communicated to me by W.B.R. Lickorish, and I would like to

include it for its elegance: If(B,U) were homeomorphic to the trivial tangle(B, T ), then

gluing them together along their boundaries could only produce2-bridge knots. The obvi-

ous gluing, however, produces a connected sum of two trefoils, which is a3-bridge knot.
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